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Old Town as Portland’s Caring Community is the identity for 
resident-led proposals, recommendations, and positions on 
neighborhood issues. 

We have been running in parallel since 2017 with Old Town as 
Portland’s Entertainment District, the latter represented by the Old Town 
Community Association with its focus on generating retail foot traffic - 
boosterism in short - a decidedly business focus that is also reflected in 
the Board of Director’s membership and most probably, but unverified, 
the membership.  

 What is strategic about Portland’s Caring Community is it’s focus on 
(1) representation, (2) resident-led positioning, (3) community rather than 
business development, and (4) partnering with larger businesses, City-
wide, to connect their social responsibility initiatives led by their CSR 
team, with the volunteer needs of Old Town, particularly in terms of 
citizenship and environmental challenges. 

Based on a City policy recognizing the Association as a “hybrid” 
organization, meaning it is both a neighborhood association and a 
business association, has meant that the voices of residents have not 
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been heard. Resident-led proposals, recommendations, and positions on 
neighborhood issues have not been heard and, even more troublesome, 
the Association has represented itself as speaking for residents as a 
neighborhood association. This misrepresentation has been accepted by 
the staff of City agencies, such as Prosper Portland, elected officials, and 
appointed officials of commissions and task forces and taken as gospel 
by Travel Portland, Venture Portland, and the Portland Business Alliance. 

While residents and business owners do share interests on some 
issues such as safety, residents who have come to the table, either 
formally as Board members or informally as members, are not equal 
partners, but tokens, and the proposals and papers coming from the 
residents of Portland’s Caring Community have not been heard by the 
Board of Directors let alone considered.   

Proposals have covered rather traditional neighborhood needs for 
a dog park and community garden as well as overall concerns with 
environmental or “greening” challenges as basic as bad air and heat - we 
need more shade and spongy parking lots - as well as social issues to 
include neighborhood serving businesses, starting with healthy food, to 
providing monthly crime reports, to an audit of the housing stock by type, 
and to an anti-gentrification stance on redevelopment strategies and 
plans for market rate housing during a period of extreme demand for 
affordable housing.  

What needs to change is the Old Town Community Association.   
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Representation 

If it is to remain a hybrid organization, and there a many in the 
community among residents ready to request the City to pull the plug on 
the hybrid status, then Portland’s Caring Community needs to move 
beyond token representation, two on the Board is not acceptable, and 
have resident-led proposals, as detailed above, supported and moved to 
the appropriate City agencies, including non-profits, so that 
improvements at the very least reach consideration status by elected and 
staff members of identified agencies.   

Minority Reports, Online Meetings, New Members 

When Portland’s Caring Community disagrees with positions taken 
by the Board, then a minority report will be prepared and presented by 
the Association as part of one document be it a plan, strategy, or position 
of the Association.  Furthermore, formal meetings are to remain 
accessible and conducted online with informal gatherings sponsored for 
people in the neighborhood to meet and mix with each other as the 
membership categories are extended to include those who live, work 
and/or study in the neighborhood. 

There are related topics that will need attention in the coming 
months as well.  Here are three: 

Tax Exempt Status 

(1) If a split is desirable to achieve representation, it is the business 
folks that will be sent on their way to form a non-profit association of 
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organizations with mutual interests, leaving the assets of the 
Association, including its hard won tax exempt status, won in a large 
part because it is recognized by the City as a neighborhood 
association, to Portland’s Caring Community of residents, employees, 
and students (expanded eligibility in progress) as the Old Town 
Community Association.  This is mentioned here because sending 
residents on their way has been the message of past and present 
Board members. A sense of ownership and privilege combined with 
an attitude of noblesse oblige towards renters and other low or no-
income people needs to be addressed and quelled for progress 
relies on a level playing field among stakeholders in the community.  

(2) No one comes in the back door.  

Getting residents to come in the front door may take more work 
than is usual given very low trust levels and an agenda that speaks to 
business interests that often, in the case of sex-oriented business and 
nightclubs, may conflict with the vision of Portland’s Caring Community: 

“A safe, welcoming, residential community, conducive to sober 
living, with convenient neighborhood- serving businesses, and public, 
community, and cultural amenities.” (www.pdxcaringcommunity.com) 

Unblocking Flow of Resources 

(2) An immediate end to the practice of not even considering 
Caring Community proposals and actively blocking all proposals made 
by residents to appropriate be even considered by City agencies and 
non-profits when such proposals address the people, environment, and 
prosperity of our neighborhood.   
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An objective of the Caring Community is to significantly increase 
the flow of revenue into our neighborhood by the City and the non-
profits receiving City funding.  To work with them as partners and funders 
who share a physical place that needs substantial improvements to be 
livable.  Not private developers who are the clients of Prosper Portland, 
not private investment firms, and not business leaders pursuing business 
interests.   

Speculators, the Wealthy, and Centralization of Health Care 

Business interests that have involved property speculation spanning 
decades leaving a landscape of neglected and abandoned properties; a 
redevelopment strategy that only the wealthy can possibly benefit from, 
based on a belief that what is good for the rich, must be good for the 
poor, even if they have to move out of their community; and outdated, 
1950’s views of what constitutes business vitality in the central city when 
the neighborhood has been designated a healthcare center for those 
needing drug recovery/housing programs and housing for the homeless 
who have a wide range of health issues, especially those living on the 
street and in shelters for long periods of time. 

The Landed Gentry Revisted  

(3) Access to public GRANT funds has been constructed in such a 
way as to preclude individuals and organizations in the neighborhood 
who are not property owners from even applying. Concepts that are 
innovative and/or challenge inhumane practices on the part of our 
government, systemic changes in particular, go nowhere without the 
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imprimatur of the officially recognized, hybrid Old Town Community 
Association.  
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